SONICUT 400
ULTRASONIC CUTTING
AND SEALING SYSTEM
Professional ultrasonic cutting and sealing system for fabric. It allows to have straight cutting
and free hand-probe cutting (curves and different shapes).
Safe, fast and precise system of low energy consumption
that guarantees professional results
It allows to have straight cutting with the proper guiding
bars and freel hand-probe cutting (curves and different
shapes) on fabrics.
It cuts and seals simultaneously (40.000 vibrations per
second) by getting fabric edges clean and smooth
Odor-free, it causes no damage to the material compared
to the hot cutting
Ready-to-use unit: simply plug in the power cable, no
need of settings, or selecting power levels. Everything
is adjusted automatically
No warm up time, no cool down is needed. It requires no
special cleaning

MATERIALI LAVORABILI:
Fabric
Non-woven fabric (polyester, nylon, acrilic)

How the ultrasonic cutting system Sonicut 400 is made up

Ultrasonic generator

Working tool at choice:

+
Sonicut 400

Cutting gun

Cutting operations must be
performed on a solid surface (steel
or lead glass plate)

Free-hand system

Manual sliding system

Interchangeable cutting tools:

Aluminum generator housing
Power Supply filter
Low tension front panel
Output signal display
Transport handle (optional)

Rounded blade

Straight blade Ø 10 mm

Dot welding point

Balanced weight
Generator cooling fan

Power

230 V - 240 V - 110 V - 40 Hz - 400 W

Generator dimensions (W x D x H)

180 x 350 x 240 mm (7 x 14 x 10 in.)

Weight

3 kg (7 lbs.)

Distributor
Manufactured in compliance with
CE regulations
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The cutting head remains cold with low consumption energy

